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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic and let ZI 
be the prime field contained in k. We assume that tr. deg,k = cc and we 
take k as the ground field in the subsequent discussions. Let P,, ..,, P, be 
points of p: which we assume always to be k-closed points. We say that 
P,, . . . . P, are in general position if Pi’s (1 < id r) are expressed as (1, ai, bJ 
with respect to a suitable system of homogeneous coordinates so that 
tr. deg,llr(a,, b,, a,, b,, . . . . a,, b,)=2r. 
With the points P,, . . . . P, of P’i in general position, let V be a rational sur- 
face obtained from P: by blowing up P, , . . . . P,. Such a surface V is called a 
generic rational surface of rank r + 1. As is well known, V is called a de1 
Pezzo surface if r < 8, and V has finitely many exceptional curves of the 
first kind (cf. [ll]). 
In this paper, we are interested in the biregular automorphism group 
Aut,( V) for a generic rational surface of rank r + 1 with r 2 0. A priori, V 
as a surface defined over k depends on the choice of PI, . . . . P,. However, 
Aut,( V) is determined, up to automorphisms, only by r provided P,, . . . . P, 
are chosen to be points in general position. Indeed, let Q,, . . . . Q, be 
another set of r points in general position. Write Qi = (1, ci, dJ, 16 id r, 
with respect to certain system of homogeneous coordinate on pi, where 
tr. deg,I7(c,, d,, c2, d2, . . . . c,, d,) = 2r. 
Let (T: fl(a,, bl, . . . . a,, b,) -+ n(c,, dl, . . . . c,, d,.) be a n-isomorphism with 
~(a,) = ci and a(bi) = d, (1 d i d r). Then 0 extends to a fl-automorphism of 
k, and it defines a Gautomorphism Z: IFDZ --f p: with z(P,) = Qi, 1 did r, 
and hence a n-isomorphism 8: V+ W := the surface obtained from p; by 
blowing up Q,, . . . . Q,. Then it is clear that 8.4.8-i E Au&(W) for 
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(ii E At&(V) and that 4 I--+ 0a 4 S 8-l yields an ~s~~o~~h~srn as abstract 
groups between Am,(V) and Aut,( W). 
In order to state our main theorem, we have to prepare some notations. 
As usual, PGLf2) (or PGL(2, k)) d enotes the projective linear group 
Aut~~~~~. For points P,, . . . . P, of Pi, ~G~(Z)~~~,.,..~~~ devotes the s~b~ro~ 
(C E PG~(2); rr induces a permutation on (P, , .-.) P,.> ). 
On the other hand, PGL(2)P,, _,,, P, denotes the s~b~~~~~ 
{o~PGL(2);a(P,)=P~for I Q+). 
Our main result is now stated as follows: 
r 0 I 2 3 
Al&(V) PGL(2) f’W%, ~GW)jP;,f+) semi-direct product 
ofPw2)(,,,P,,P,) 
byZ/22 
co1: bo, Xl, 4 -+ b,, x0, JCZP 
ci2: ho, .x1, x2) -+ c% x2, jciB 
co2 : (x0, Xi> x2) -+ (x2, x19 x0). 
In case 0~ rd9, these results have been known about s~c~a~~sts. In 
case 10 <r, the result is stated by A. Cable C3-J. 
. Gizatullin, his proof requires a justification ( 
nd any reference where these results are syste 
there are some scattered results (cf. [S, 121). 
In this paper, we follow the terminology i 
tional curve of the first kind is called a ( 
~or~bism (T: V-+ W of no~si~~ular projective 
proper transform on V of a curve C on W3 whi 
transform of a divisor on W. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we prepare some results which we need below in the 
proof of the main theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let P,, . . . . P, be points in general pusitio~ on IFDZ. Then the 
foZ~u~ing assertions hold true. 
(1) The points P,, . . . . P, are in non-special position in the sense of 
Nagata [ 151. 
(2) Let V be the surface obtainedfrom 5’: by blowing up P,, . . . . P, and 
let f: V -+ Pi be a birational morphism which is not necessarily the blowing 
up of p,, ..‘, P,. Then the fundamental locus off -’ consists of points in 
general position on Pi. 
ProoJ: The set (P,, . . . . Pr> is transfo~ed by some element of PGL(2) 
into a set of points which consists of independent generic points of IFpi over 
If. This follows from the definition of P,, . . . . P, being in general position. 
Hence the first assertion is a consequence of El5, L2.51. 
Next, we consider the second assertion. Let p: V -+ pz be the natural 
morphism of blowing up with centers P,, . . . . P,. By virtue of [ 15, P6b], 
f .p--’ is decomposed into a finite number of V-admissible quadratic trans- 
formations. So it is enough to check this assertion in case f *p-l is a 
V-admissible quadratic transformation. Take arbitrary three points 
Pjr Pi, P, and perform the quadratic transformation (r: IFDz + Pi with 
centers Pi, Pi, and Pk. Let Q, be the image P, under CJ for 1 <a d r; by the 
definition Q, = o(PJ if a # i, j, k and Qi = (T (line PjP,), Qi= o (line P,P,), 
Qk = o(line Pip,). Ch oose the fourth point P, and consider the coordinate 
system such that P,= (1, 0, 0), P, = (0, 1, 0), Pk(O, 0, l), and P,= (1, 1, 1). 
Then P, = (1, a,, b,) for a # i, j, k, Z. With respect o the coordinate system 
Qi=(l, O,O), Qj= (0, ho), Qk= CO,& 11, and Q,= (1, 1, 11, Q, is 
expressed as (1, l/a,, l/b,). Hence, Q1, . . . . Q, are points in general position 
because a,% and b,‘s are algebraically independent over II. Note that since 
tr.deg,k = 00, the transcendence degree over ZZ of lI(P,, . . . . P,} in the 
above expression and the one of the same field as expressed in the 
Introduction differs by 8 and this difference is duly absorbed into a 
projective linear transformation. Q.E.D 
From now on, we fix the following notations: 
p: V + P’i the natural morphism of the blowing up with centers 
P P,. 1 ? ***, 
Ei= p-‘(Pi), Ei = O,(Ei) (1 < i < r), and s0 = p*(l), where 1 is a line 
on iP%. 
w: the canonical divisor class of V. 
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I is the set of sequences (9& 6, . . . . E) with S$ E PicV which satisfy the 
following condition: 
it+%, -6) = 1, ($, 2P)= -1, (PO, 8) = -3 
(*6, 0) = -1, (P&4$)=0 fif.3, 
where 0 <i, j< Y. We note that the linear system i@j (1 d i< r) has a 
unique ~rred~~~b~e member, provided P,, . . . . P, are points in general 
position of Fo: (cf. [IS, P6a]). 
R=(Af%Picv$&Y)= -2,fdiatfo)=O). 
: h&(V) 4 @Pie V) a group bo~ornor~~~s~ 
) = (a-~ ’)*, wbere O(Pic V) is the orthogonal group of a fr 
c k’ endowed with the inner product defined by the ~~terse~t~o~ pr 
~ba~ks to the works [9, 11, 15, etc.], we can make use of the felt 
rest&s in the subsequent discussions: 
(I) If 3 <P d 8, R is a root system of Pit V@ R with the inner Llct 
de~ned by the intersection product, and its ~~~k~~ ty
i 3 4 5 6 7 8 
R A,xAL A, -D5 J-5 E, Es 
(II) If 3 < Y < 8, the Weyl group W attached to ~wbi~b is a s~bgKo~~ 
of ic V)) acts transitively on the set I. 
) ~o~~~~i~g the structure of W, we make use of kke ~~f~~w~~~ data 
later. 
TABLE HI 
r Structure of W 
55 P, P. 2511 
IWl=16xS! [2,p.257] 
W+ is a simple group [2, p. 2291, c(W)= {I) [I, p. 82-j 
w N Sp(6, IF,) x z/2z [2, p. 229 ] 
S&6, ff,) is a simple group 113, p. 12,41] 
c := C(W) 5 W’ [2, p, 228], CIL/2E [l,p,823 
W+/C is a simple group [2, p. 2281 
W/C has a trivial center 16, p. 641 
In the above table, W+ is the subgroup of ~~nSiStj~g ents wi 
det~rmi~ant 1and C(W) is the center of FV. par~i~~~a~, ci ya 
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The following result is crucial in our proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume r B 4. Then we have: 
(1) @ is injective. 
(2) Im CD is a normal subgroup of W. 
ProoJ (1) If @(o)=id, then o(E,)=Ej for 1 <iit-. Hencep.o.p-1 is 
an element of PGL(2) which fixes each Pi. Since r 24, we obtain 
p.0.p . - ’ = id So, c = id. Therefore d> is injective. 
(2) First, we show that Im @ is a subgroup W. For any 0 E AutJ V), 
we have (@(cJ)(E~), . . .. @(cJ)(E,)) EI. By (II) above, there exists w E W 
such that w . (so, . . . . E,) = (@(B)(E~), . .. . @(o)(E,)); i.e., w(sJ = @(0)(q) for 
0 6 i < r. Since sO, s,, . . . . s, form a basis of Piv V, @(a) = w. Hence 
Im@s W. 
Next, we show that Im @ is a normal subgroup of W; i.e., 
w.@(a).w-‘EIm@ for any oEAutk(V) and any WE W. Put $=~(a~), 
and take Fi E 141 (1 < i < r) which is a ( - 1 )-curve. Let q be the contraction 
morphism of F,, . . . . F, and Qi= q(FJ (1 < i < r). Then Q,, . . . . Q,. are in 
general position by virtue of Lemma 2.1. Let a’: [FDZ -+ IFOZ be a 
I;r-isomorphism with a’(P,) = Qi f or every 16 i< r. Then CI’ induces a 
I;r-automorphism CI of V which satisfies a’ . p = q. w.. Set r = a + CJ . u-r. Then 
z belongs to Aut,(V) and Q(z)= w.@(a). w-‘. Hence w.@(o).w-’ E 
Im @. Q.E.D. 
A permutation CJ of {P,, . . . . Pr} induces an element (so, sl, . . . . 6,) H 
(%, 8 o(l), . ..P E,(,)) of O(Pic V). Thus S, is identified with a subgroup of 
O(Pic V). Moreover, S, is a subgroup of WC O(Pic V). We have the 
following: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let P,, . . . . P, (r > 5) be points in general position on [FD: and 
let S, be the permutation group of r letters. 
(1) Zf f E PGL(2) satisfies f(Pi)= PfCi) (1 <i<r) with ZES,, then 
r=id andf =id. 
(2) S,n Im @ = {id}. 
ProoJ (1) Define a subgroup N of S, by N = (z E S,; f(Pi) = P+) 
(l<i<r)forsomef~PGL(2)}. By virtue of Lemma 2.2(2), N is a normal 
subgroup of S,. Since r > 5, N must coincide with one of (id}, A,, S,. If 
Nf (id}, a permutation z = (1,2). (3,4) belongs to N. Suppose PrCi, = 
f(Pi) (1 < i< r) for f E PGL(2). Write P, = (LO, 0), P2 = (0, 1, 0), 
P,=(O,O, l), Pq=(l, 1, l), P,=(l,aib,) (5<i<r) with respect to a 
suitable system of homogeneous coordinate so that a5, b,, . . . . a,, b, are 
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algebraically independent over 17. Since f fixes {P,, ‘.., B4) as a set, we can 
express f as a matrix with its entries in 17. however, f( 
u5, b5 are algebraically dependent over n, because f # id. This is a 
contradiction. So we have N= (id). 
(2) Take 0 E S, n Im di. Then 0 induces a permutation of E 
ence p.a.p -’ E PGL(2) induces a permutation of P1, P2, . . . . 
virtue of (I), we conclude that p . o . p ~ 1 = id. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM: CASE OGr63 
If Y = 0, 1, or 2, the proof is easy, So, we shall consi 
r = 3. Define the coordinates on tPz such that P, = (I, 0 
and P, = (0, 0, I). Let 8: 5’2 + 5’: be the quadratic tram 
and P,, which is given by 0(x,, x1, XJ 
V-+ Pi be the morphism such that B 
fundamental points of q-l are P,, P,, and P,. 
blowing up, there exists a unique element z E Aut,J V 
Then we have the following: 
LEimm 3.1. (if q=p.z and (ii) 2=id. 
Proof: To prove the assertion (i), it suffices to show that q(P) = p z(P) 
for a general point PE V. If p(P)= (x,, x1, x,), then q(P) = 
c xI~2,xQx2,xQxl). I+nce p(z(P))=p.q~l(q(~(Pj))=p.q-‘.p( 
p .qpl(xo, xi, x2). Since p .qml =8-l =8, we have p(r(P))=@(P)= 
(x,x,, x0x2, x0x1). So, we have q(P) = p@(P)). The assertion (ii) 
from the obvious birational relation p = p . q2. 
Let H= {o~Aut~(V); (a(E,), a(E,), a(E,)) = {E,, E,, &)}. T 
isomorphic to PGL(2)IPI,PZ,PJl, and H is a normal su 
Now it is easy to see that Aut,( V) is a semi-direct 
(s)(-ZjZZ). Let N= ( aEAutJV); o(E,)=& (1 
isomorphic to PGL(2),,,,,,,. Define t 
PG-WItn~,mjj as in the Theorem. 
(PGL(2),,,,,,,,, cQ1, o12, cQ2). Define 
N -+ ~fW2)~~,,~2,~3~ by WC) = P .o . P- ‘. 
symbol cij. And for every element o 
ol=p.a.p-’ and o2 = q . g. q-l. The action of the element z on 
inner automorphism of Aut,( V) is describ 
b3dMA 3.2. For any aeNu (~Q1,012,5Q2)1 we have (I) a,=c,’ and 
(2) Z.(T~t=fr-l. 
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ProoJ: If cr is one of rrol, g12, and co2, we may write ~i(x~, xi, x2)= 
(x r(o)’ x,(i), .x,(~)) with a permutation r of (0, 1, 2) such that r2 =id. We 
may also write cr2(xo, xi, x2) = (a~,(~), bx,(,,, cx,(,)). For a general point 
p= (x0, XI, x2) of P:, we have c2 .8(P) = 02( l/x,, l/x,, 1/x2) = 
(4&,0,~ b/-%(l,~ c/x*,*,) and 0. al(p) = W,(O)7 X*(l), X,(2)) = W,(O)~ 
llx r(l), 1/xzc2)). Since cr2 .8 = 8. gi, we have a = b = c; i.e., cri = c2. Hence 
cr, = cr~i because UT = id in this case. 
If cr is an element of N, we may write (T~(x~, xi, x2)= (a,~,, blxl, c,xJ 
and oz(xo, ~1, ~2) = (~2x0, b,x,, ~2x2). Since g2 . mo, Xl, x2) = 
(Q~/x~, b2/XI, c2/xz) and Q.ol(xo, x1, x2)= (lla,xo, llb,x,, Vclx2) and 
u2. 19= 0. ul, we have a2=/z/a,, b, = /Zlbl, c2 =/z/c, for ;l~k*. So, we 
obtain Q~.Q~(x~, x1, x2) = 02(alxo, b,x,, cIx21 = (a2alxo, b,b,x,, 
c2cIx2) = (x0, x1, x2). Hence pi = C; l. Thus the assertion (1) is verified. 
In order to prove the assertion (2), we have only to show the relation 
u.z.cr=z for every o~Nu (oOi, 0 i2, oo2}. By Lemma 3.1, q-o.z.o.p-’ 
=(q.a.q~‘).(q.z.p~‘).(p.a.p -‘)=(q.a-q-‘).(p.a.p-‘). On the 
other hand, by the assertion (l), we have p.o.p-l=(q.a.q-‘)-’ for 
~~Nu(o~,,a,~,o,,}. Hence q.a.z,o.p-‘=id=q.z.p-‘. Thus we 
obtain cr . z .g = r. Q.E.D. 
Now the theorem is proved in the case r = 3. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM: CASE 4< t-68 
We consider each case separately. 
Case Y = 4. In view of Lemma 2.2 and Table IT, the proof consists in 
showing: 
LEMMA 4.1. @: Aut,( V) + W is surjective. 
Proof For an arbitrary w E W, let e= w(E~) for 1 < i < 4. Take a 
unique member F, of jel. Let q be the contraction morphism of F1, . . . . Fd 
and let Qi = q(Fi). Since Q,, . . . . Q4 are in general position on P,$, we can 
find z E PGL(2) such that z(P,) = Qi for 1 < i < 4. Then, by virtue of the 
universality of blowing up, there exists cr E Aut,( V) such that q. o = z .p. It 
is easy to check Q(C) = W. Hence Cp is surjective. Q.E.D. 
Case r = 5. The proof consists of the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Choose arbitrary three indices i < j < k from { 1, 2, 3,4, 5} 
and let I and m be the rest. Then there exist pCk E Aut,J V) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
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(i) a;lk(E,)=e,-&i-Ej-EE,~E, fir OIE (i, j,kj. 
(ii) ,oJE~) = E, and ~~~(8,) =E[. 
(iii) &jk(&()) =2&o-E, - Ej - Ek. 
(iv) p$ = id. 
(v) For any two elements p,p’ of (pijk; lgi<j<k65), we kaae 
p p’ = p’ . p. 
PraoJ If piik E Aut,( V) satisfy the conditions (i) I- (iii), then it is easy to 
verify by chasing the image of sO, . . . . .s5 that they satisfy the conditions (iv) 
and (v) as well. To show the existence, we consider t 
(I, 2, 3). Since P,, .~., P, are in general position, 
p, = (1, ,Q), P,(Q, LO), P,=(O,Q, I), Pq=(l, 1, I)? P,=(%, 
a’, b’ are algebraically independent over 17. Put a = 1 J+J% a 
he coordinate change (x, y, z) t-+ (x, ay, bz). Then 
1,0), P, = (0, 0, l), P, = (1, a, b), P, = (1, l/a, l/b) with respecg 
coordinate system. Consider a quadratic transformation 8 of Pi 
x, y, z) = (yz, zx, xy). Then 0’ = id, B(P,) = P,, and 
virtue of the universality of blowing up, there exists 
h that p . p = 6. p. By the ~o~str~~tio~~ p satisfies the 
cQnd~tio~ (i) - (iii). 
y Lemma 2.2, we confuse Aut,( V) with Im 
LEMMA 4.3. Aut,( V) N (Z/ZZ)@“. 
PPOOf. y Table II, (WI = 16x S! and by Lemma 2.3(2), S,n 
= (id>. Hence \Aut,JV)j is a factor of 16. On the other hand, we ob 
different elements pijk of Aut,( V) by Lemma 4.2. Hence IAut,( V)l > 
1 Aut,( a’)\ = 16. Furthermore, Aut,( V) is generated by involuti 
which commute each other, so we have Am,(V) z (Z/2Z)o4. 
Case Y = 6. By Table II, W+ is a simple group and 
Aut,( V) is a normal subgroup of W. So, we have Aut,( V) 
W+. Since Aut,( V) n S, = {id) by Lemma 2.3 and since 
we must have Aut,( V) n W+ = {id). Hence /Aut,( V)i < 2. Since a 
subgroup of order 2 is contained in the center and since 
conclude that Am,(V) = (id). 
Case r = 7. As in the previous case, we have Aut,(V) n 6, E2) = 
{id >. Hence /Aut,( V)l d 2 by Table II. The exisence of the Geise volueion 
hat Aut,( V) 21 Z/22 (cf. [S]). It is defined to be the i~vol~t~~~ 
to a double covering sP,-,,: V+[FDff. ut there is another 
n of the Geiser involution: Choose the eighth 
o members of the pencil of cubic curves determin 
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points are tangent to each, other at P,. If we take a point in the 
ramification locus of @,-,, as P,, this condition is satisfied with the pencil 
of elliptic curves which is the proper transform by @,-,, of the pencil of 
lines on Pi through @,-o,(Ps). Each member of this pencil has an 
involution x H --x which fixes P, as the point of origin. These involutions 
together define globally an involution of I’. This is the Geiser involution. 
Case r = 8. By Table II, C s W+ and W’/C is a simple group. Since 
Aut,J V) is a normal subgroup of W, Aut,( V) n W+ coincides with one of 
(id}, C and W+. Since Aut,( V) n S, = {id} by Lemma 2.3, Aut,( V) n W+ 
is either {id} or C. If Aut,( Y) n Wf = (id}, then IAut,( V)l 6 2, whence 
Aut,JV)s C. Since Aut,( V) contains the Bertini involution by [S] and 
since ICI = 2 by Table II, we have Aut,J V) = Cs W+. However, this is a 
contradiction to the hypothesis Aut,( V)n W+ = {id}. So, we have 
Aut,( V) n W+ = C, Denote the quotients W’IC, W/C and Aut,J V)/C by 
W*, lY’ and A’, respectively. As in the previous two cases, A’ has order less 
than or equal to 2. Moreover, since A’ is normal in w’, A’ is contained in 
the center. However, since IF” has trivial center by Table II, A’ is trivial. 
Thus Aut,( V) N Z/22. In [IS], the Bertini involution is defined to be the 
involution attached to a double covering @, --20, : V -+ a quadric cone in Pz. 
Here is another construction of the Bertini involution. Let P, be a unique 
base point of an elliptic pencil ( --o[. Each elliptic curve in this pencil has 
the involution xt+ --x which fixes P, as the point of origin. These 
involutions together define an involution of V. This is the Bertini 
involution. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM: CASE 9 < Y 
In the subsequent arguments, we need more known results which we 
quote in (IV) N (VI) below. 
(IV) Let C be a generic nonsingular plane cubic defined over an 
algebraic closure K of Zl. Then the automorphism group of C as an abelian 
variety is (id, -id 1 (see [4] for the proof). 
Let C be a such plane cubic and let Q,, . . . . Q,. be independent generic 
points of C over K. We fix C, Qi, . . . . Q, and the following notations once 
and for all: 
W: the surface obtained from Pi by blowing up Q,, . . . . Q,. 
q: W + Pi the natural morphism of blowing up with centers Qr , . . . . Q,. 
F,= q-‘(QJ, e= O,(F,) for 1 d id v; 
&=q*(Z), where I is a line on Pi; 
D=q’(C), Q.7=DnFjfor ldi<r. 
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Note that D has a group law which is inherite 
law on the plane cubic curve C. 
09 Q:, . . . . Qr* are linearly independent over Z in the abelian group 
Hence W has no nonsingular rational curve whose self-~~terse~t~o~ num 
is less than or equal to -2 (see [ 161). Accordingly, 1 > ‘..R I are in 
non-special position in the sense of Nagata [15]. 
(VI) / --oj has a unique member D (see [ I$]). 
We prove first the following: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let F be a (- 1)-curve on Wand let Q* be the unique inter- 
section point of F and D. Write O,(F) = a& - (b,pI + . . + b,@?). Then 
= - (6, QT t . . . + b,Q,*) with respect to the group law of an abe~i~~ 
Prooj Suppose q(F) is a point. Then F coincides with some F,. 
* = Qp for some i. Therefore the assertion holds with bi = -1. 
next that q(F) is a curve. Then q(F) is a curve of degree LE 
ough the points Qj with multiplicities bi for 
rice F is a (-I)-curve, 3a=l+b,+ ... +b,. 
q(F).C=q(Q*)+b,Q,+b,Q,+ ... +b,Q,. From this we obtain the 
assertion. 
The following is crucial in the proof of Theorem. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let f E Aut,( V). Write 
(f-l)* (Ed) = a($, - (b(,‘k, + . . + bpk,) for l<i<r. 
Then there is g E Aut,( W) such that 
(g-‘)*(~)=a(“~~-(bj’)~+ . . . +bc,‘)$) for l<i<r. 
y virtue of (V), la”‘& - (bj”g* + ... + b!‘)S$)l has a un 
irreducible member Fi, which is, in fact, a ( - 1 )-curve (cf. 
P6a]). Let p’: V -+ P’: be the contraction morphism ofj”(E,), . . . . f(E,), 
-+ Pi the contraction morphism of F;, . ..) FL, Pi = 
i = L$(F/ ). If there exists o E PGL(2) such that o(Q) 
6 id r, we fmd a desired g by the universality of the blowing u 
to a suitable coordinate system, we may assume that P 
1 < i < r, where a,, . . . . a,, b,, . . . . b, are algebraically indepenent o 
Note that there are polynomials fi, gj, hie n[IxI, . . . . x,, yl, . ..) 
1 B id r such that P,f E (fj(a, b), gi(a, b), hi(a, b)) mod PGk(2). 
easily proved by the induction on the number of quadratic transfor 
whose product is p’ . p-r. Since the blowing u and the ~~~tra~tio~s are 
determined up to elements of PGL(2), we have tlhe a ove expression of 
GL(2). Note also: 
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There is a g E PGL(2) such that o(P,) = Pi for 1~ i < r. 
o There exists an ME GL(3, k) such that (1, ai, bi) MZ (fi(a, b), 
gj(a, b), hi(a, b)) (mod k*) for 1 6 id r. 
*(*I The following system of linear equations in mk;s has rank not 
more than 8: 
Ada, b, {m,,})=O 
&(a, b, (~0) = 0 (1 <iGr), (**I 
Ci(a, b, (m/c,} ) = 0 
where 
Ail-% Y> bd>)=f;.( ml2 + m22Xi + m32 Yi) - gi. (ml1 f m21Xi + m31 yJ 
Bit.% Y, (mkl) I= hi. ( ml2 +m22xi +m3, Yi) - gi. (ml3 + m23Xi + m33 Ui) 
W, Y, bd I= .A . ( ml3 +m2sxi+m3, Vi) -hi. (ml1 + m2,xi+ m31 YJ. 
Proof of (*). “j” is obvious. We shall show “-+” We can take a non- 
zero solution M= (mkl) of the above equations. Then (1, aj, bi) M# 0 for 
at least r - 2 rows among (1, ui, bJs (1 < i < r), for otherwise M = 0. Then 
(1, ai, bi) Mr (A(u, b), g,(u, b), hi(u, b)) (mod k*) holds for at least r - 2 
indices in { 1, . . . . r}, where r -2 > 7. Since any three vectors of { (J;:(u, b), 
g,(u, b), hi(u, b)); 1 < id r > are linearly independent, M defines a surjective 
endomorphism of k3. Hence ME GL(3, k). Moreover (1, ui, bi) M#O for 
every i. Therefore (1, ui, bi) ME (h(u, b), g,(u, b), hi(u, b)) (mod k*) for 
every i. 
Choose a suitable coordinate system on P:; write Qi= (1, a;, bi) 
(1 < i < r). Then the same argument as above shows that 
There is a (r E PGL(2) such that o(Qj) = (2; for 1~ i < r. 
e The system of linear equations (**)’ which is the (**) above with 
uk and b, replaced by ah and b’, has rank not more than 8. 
The assertion is now clear. Q.E.D. 
Proof of the Theorem. By virtue of Lemma 5.2, we have only to show 
that Aut,( W) = (id}. Let g be an arbitrary element of Aut,( W). Since 
g(D) = D, g induces an automorphism gl D on D as a variety. Since D is an 
abelian variety, one can write gl D = T, . r, where r is an automorphism of 
D as an abelian variety and T, is the translation by an element R of D 
(cf. [ 10, Chap. IV(4.9)]). 
Write 
(g-‘)* (e) = &)so - (bc,‘)pl + . . . + b!‘)e). 
AUTOMORPHISMOFRATIONAL SURFAGES 
CLAIM. We have z = id. 
therwise, we have z = - id. By Lemma 5.8, we have 
+ bli)Q,*) for 1 <i< r. Hence, (b(,‘)- bji)) 
,* = QF - QF for i # j. By (V) above, we have, 
(1) bj”-hi”=& bj’)-$j’= -1, bp)=bp’ (k$&j). 
On the other hand, since g(F,) is a ( - I)-curve, we have 
(2) ja”)-(b’,“+ . . . +b;“)=l. 
Therefore, a”) = . . = a(‘), which we set a. Since (g(Fi))2 = -1, we have 
(a(i))2 - f(bc,‘92 + . . + (b('))2) = -1, SQ 
(3) (by))2 + . . . + (;!‘9’= (bv))2; . + (by))2. 
The relations (1) and (3) above show that bi”) = b!jJ. Since the above 
arg~~e~t§ bold for arbitrary indices i, j with i # j, we can set bjjj = b 





Thence we derive a quadric equation in b, r(r - 9) b2 + (4r - 18) = -4, 
which has no integral solution provided r > 9. 
CLAIM. We have g(F,) = Fi for 1 < i < r. 
PVOQJ e have R+QT= -(by)QF+ ... +bp)Qp) for 16i<v. hen 
the assertion is verified in the same fashion as in tbe 
Therefore, we have g= id, and we have ~o~~~ete~ the 
Theorem. 
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